Woodcock news and oﬀers 2016

27 September 2016

WOODCOCK,SNIPE, WILD DUCK, NEWS
Woodcock season approaching
When I went on my first invited back to back days on Islay with my only gun dog ‘Jessie’ I didn't
realise what was going to happen OK i had 2 driven pheasant shoots one at ‘Mappowder’
Dorset near Sherbourne and Llangollen of the A5 towards Corwen yes I saw the odd woodcock

but never thought anything about it, my trip to Islay saw me enter the
‘woodcock club’ by shooting my not only first left and right but three in a
day and I still think that this is a world record. But my life would never be
the same I decided my shooting life would be Woodcock firstly than
Snipe and Wild duck as a priority. So I got land with a good friend at
Wigtown region Dumfries and Galloway, that lead to 4 years working the
North Island of Bute I then got my own direct ground on Angelsey and
having a house in Betws-y-coed I moved there I'm on my second year on
Anglesey 12 at Wigtown and still get excited on every shoot day - Ive
seen woodcock acrobatics that leave me speechless at times ‘Yes I did
the right thing’ I’m happy. So here we go the first moon in November is
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not far away (will it be a cold winter or a mild
one) just the same all my shoots will provide
adequate bird lifts, after all It has been a rarity
we have had really poor hunting on any of our
grounds. all shoots are supplemented by
pheasant or partridge just in case!
So we have some dates left in January and I'm
going to sell those out at £220 a gun per person
per day instead of our normal rate of £285 this
will include lunch and a goose flight on 1 day
and in the evening woodcock or duck flighting
your teams choice.
If you would prefer 1 day for woodcock snipe
wild duck generally and a further day mainly on
pheasant partridge snipe some woodcock and
pm duck flight we will do that day at £180 per
gun in January of the island and in our Corwen
shoot its 1 hour drive from Angelsey.
We have plenty of availability at Corwen for
decent driven and walked up birds for £200 a
day in November and December.
Note if your an individual gun looking to join a like minded group we will
be happy to take you for given dates.
Enjoy our video of Angelsey last January

We look forward to hearing from you
and remember we are agents for many
other shoots in the UK.

A walk along the old
railway line produced
3 lifts 2 the two guns I
had with me and with
a great pick up in
thick brambles from
my dog ‘bracken’
brought a smile to the
clients faces

Telephone Bob Glynn on 01690-733859
0r 07795-214934 or leave a message,
email : enquiries@woodcockhunting.com
https://plus.google.com/+Huntourage/posts/EwoKkBnWH3E?
_utm_source=1-2-2
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